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Abstract. This study introduces a new augmented Bayes filter model for time-varying, context-dependent emission noise. The envisaged application, robust state estimation for a robot, motivates the use of the Relevance Vector Machine to model the emission noise, as it provides sparsity and fast inference capabilities. Besides the introduction of this new model, this work also aims at comparing the final filter performance when discriminative training is used instead of the prevalent generative training. The theoretical foundations for training and running inference over the model are proposed.

1 Introduction

Bayes filters (BF) have been widely applied to many areas. They are notably a workhorse of robotics, where recursive filtering [6], a fast and simple inference procedure, has provided the most common and reliable method for real-time state estimation over the past decades. BF used for state estimation usually rely on some optimistic assumptions for two main reasons: the real physical system is actually too complex to be perfectly described through a tractable model, and physical exactitude is neglected for the sake of computational efficiency. As a consequence, filter models designed for state estimation usually rely on a minimum system state representing the robot variables required for achieving a specific task. Any unmodeled aspect of the system, among which the effects of the current environment over the filter performance, are then encompassed within additional noise terms.

In practice, when used for robot state estimation, Bayes filters require a substantial tuning phase to provide acceptable performances. This is because capturing all unspecified aspects of the system through the sole introduction of noise often results in a trade-off between output optimality (accuracy of the state estimate) and robustness (to the different unmodeled aspects). An illustration of this problem, and the core motivation of this work, is the case of an autonomous robot navigating through different environments, in which one has to deal with a whole range of alterations in sensor readings, going from average (optimal) observation noise to complete failure (unreliable data). This is especially true...
when sensor performances are strongly affected by the different environment characteristics, such as luminosity, or texture and materials of the surroundings objects, ground and obstacles.

The classical state-space model is defined by:

\[ x_t = f(x_{t-1}) + \gamma \]
\[ y_t = g(x_t) + \nu \] (1)

where \( x_t \) is the latent state at time \( t \) with the associated observation \( y_t \), \( f \) and \( g \) the transition and emission functions respectively, \( \gamma \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \Sigma_\gamma) \) the system noise and \( \nu \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \Sigma_\nu) \) the observation noise. \( f \) and \( g \) can either be linear functions (linear dynamical system) or nonlinear (nonlinear dynamical system). Most often, no fixed noise values \( \Sigma_\nu \) that would yield an optimal output for a large variety of operating conditions (or environments) can be determined. Other unmodeled effects producing the strongest measurement alterations are often compensated with a rejection scheme, usually relying on a model self-consistency check. In other words, designing a Bayes filter emission model consists in finding the best distribution modeling the emission process for the nominal cases, and rejecting all the data that does not fit this distribution [13]. One strong consequence of this approach is that the system might converge to erroneous but model-consistent state values [14, 12]. When such divergences are observed, additional parameter tuning is required to improve global robustness, then detrimentally affecting the state estimation performance.

This classical state-space model, whose graphical representation is shown in Fig.1, is known as (time) homogeneous. It can be enhanced by making the model parameters vary in time: the trade-off usually required when tuning the parameters is then no longer needed, and the resulting model can handle the whole spectrum of alterations over measurements. As the research context motivating this study concerns robust and adaptive perception for autonomous robots, this work focuses on the emission distribution – even though the proposed approach can be straightforwardly applied to the prediction distribution of model (1).

This paper aims at developing a model able to compensate for the assumptions made by describing a system through the simplified emission distribution with simple Gaussian noise \( \Sigma_\nu \) – while maintaining high computational efficiency. It results in an enhanced Kalman filter capable of dealing with both moderate alterations and outliers, without requiring the implementation of rejection rules. This is done by training an additional model for the emission noise, which relies on contextual information input. One particularly appealing consequence of this approach lies in the introduction of a second order knowledge over measurements reliability, where basic rejection schemes rely on some knowledge about the data properties. The proposed approach is consequently less likely to diverge.

Discriminative training being known to help in compensating some of the mis-modeled aspects of a system [1], we also aim at analyzing the impact of a discriminative learning method versus a generative one over the performance of the resulting filter.
2 Heterogeneous BF with sparse Bayesian models

2.1 Background

Unless the state of simple models such as (1) encompasses all the exogenous phenomena likely to alter the system behavior, BF are by nature unable to model time varying emission and prediction processes. Recently, extensions have been proposed in order to compensate this inability. Nonparametric models such as Gaussian Processes (GP) have been integrated for modeling transition and emission distributions [3], and extended to fully state-dependent models in [9], through the introduction of a heteroscedastic observation noise. If non-parametric models improve the filter robustness compared to parametric functions, they are usually designed as state-dependent models, and as such are unable to handle contextual influence over the measurement process. For the heteroscedastic observation model proposed in [9], the presence of outliers in the training set is then critical: based on the sole state information, the system is unable to discern the contribution of the noise free model \( g(x_t) \) in (1) from the noise model (which is then written \( \nu(x_t) \)) within measurements. An other disadvantage of these approaches is that one has to turn to more complex sparse GP techniques when using a large training set if the system is intended to be used in real time.

From a different perspective, optimizing the parameters of a BF has always been mostly considered as a tuning task, achieved with the intuitive goal of providing the most accurate state estimation. This allows to take into consideration some mis-modeled aspects of the system, even if they are never explicitly described, neither understood. Surprisingly, methods for learning the parameters of a BF appeared quite recently in the literature, and mostly rely on maximum likelihood. Since BF are generative models, this implies that the parameters are not determined with respect to the system ultimate performance, but so as to get the best model for the underlying prediction and emission processes. Conversely, discriminative training is similar to manual tuning, in the sense that...
the parameters are optimized with respect to filter performance. But this latter training approach remains uncommon, although it proved to outperform manual tuning and maximum likelihood as well [1]. To our knowledge, combining an augmented model with discriminative training remains untreated, while both approaches serve a similar purpose, i.e., compensating for unmodeled aspects of the real system.

2.2 Heterogeneous Bayes filters with sparse Bayesian model

To overcome BF inability to deal with context influence, an augmented model is introduced, whose particularity is to explicit the context repercussion over the measurement process. It relies on an additional observation variable $c_t$ relating to the perception context. As suggested in previous work [12, 11], this additional observation can consist in the joint set – or subset – of sensor measurement values $y_t$ possibly extended with any relevant contextual information $i_t$ (any other sensor measurement, robot internal data, or any information that might influence the measurement emission process). It is assumed that this joint set of measurements defines a proper representation space for the contextual influence over measurement noise, i.e., there exists a mapping from the context input space to the observation noise level.

To further avoid ambiguities in the contribution of two distinct models $g$ and $\nu$ in the measurement process, we assume that the noise free component $g$ of the emission model is known and homogeneous in time, since it can generally be obtained directly through physical considerations about the nominal measurement generation process. This results in an emission model of the form:

$$y_t = g(x_t) + \nu(c_t)$$

Reminding the goal of this model is to enhance a Kalman filter, $\nu(c_t)$ is then a zero mean Gaussian noise distribution with context-dependent variance:

$$\nu(c_t) \sim \mathcal{N}(0, r(c_t))$$

To avoid making any assumption over the functional form for the variance model, and keep computational efficiency, $r(c_t)$ is modeled with the Relevance Vector Machine (RVM) framework [15], naturally providing sparsity thanks to the automatic relevance determination mechanism. For a given training set of $T$ observations $\{c_i\}_{i=1}^T$, we define $r(c_t) = \exp(z_t)$ to ensure variance positivity where $z_t$ is given by

$$z_t = \sum_{i=1}^T w_i K(c_t, c_i) + w_0 + \epsilon$$

with $w_0$ a bias parameter, $K$ the chosen kernel function, and $\epsilon \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma^2)$. To foster sparsification, a zero-mean Gaussian prior is placed over the weight vector $w = (w_0, w_1, .., w_N)^T$:

$$p(w|\alpha) = \prod_{i=0}^N \mathcal{N}(w_i|0, \alpha_i^{-1})$$
where we define uniform hyperparameters priors over $\alpha = (\alpha_0, \alpha_1, ..., \alpha_N)^T$.

So far, the model has been depicted for a one-dimensional observation space. Real applications however require to consider the multi-dimensional case. For an observation variable $y_t \in \mathbb{R}^D$, $D$ distinct RVM models are then used to model each component of the noise covariance matrix $\nu(c_t)$. For clarity, the next sections only consider the one-dimensional case, the extension to higher dimensions being straightforward. The resulting graphical model of this augmented model is depicted in Fig. 2.

### 3 Generative training

Bayes filter parameter optimization is usually done by minimizing the likelihood of the training set $[4, 2]$, considering the latent state variable remains unobserved. In this work, we assume that the training set also contains ground truth data, i.e accurate values of the state variables $x = \{x_1, ..., x_T\}$. The issue of training the emission model then turns to be analogous to the regression task, and more specifically to the heteroscedastic regression task with nonparametric models $[5, 7, 10, 8, 9]$. Note however that the training task is here a bit simpler since the observation function $g$ is fixed and only the model $\nu(c_t)$ has to be determined. If sampling and variational approximation can be also used, the chosen approach relies on hard-assignment Expectation Maximization (EM) as suggested in [7]. By using hard-assignment EM we iteratively estimate the RVM parameters and predicted log noise level $z$ at original inputs $C = \{c_i\}_{i=1}^T$. Thanks to this approximation, we are able to make direct use of classical RVM optimization and prediction equations, providing in this context the fastest solution for a real time application.

Following Kersting et al. approach [7], the hard E-step consists in empirical estimation of the noise variance. Based on real observations $y = \{y_1, ..., y_T\}$ and
samples $y^k_t$ provided by the current observation model (using the parameters $\alpha$ and $\sigma$ found after last EM iteration), the set of values $y_t$ and $\{y^k_t\}_{k=1}^K$ are seen as independent noisy observations of $g(x_t)$. Empirical estimation of the noise variance at $x_t$ is then provided by the mean

$$var_t = \frac{1}{2K} \sum_{k=1}^K (y_t - y^k_t)^2$$

In the subsequent M-step the RVM model is trained with the new training set $D = \{c_t, \log(var_t)\}_{t=1}^T$ with a classical optimization procedure [15].

In other words, the optimization process considers the noise variance as the hidden variable of the model, and iteratively optimize the parameters of the RVM model based on a hard assignment of the estimated noise. This method requires to use a substantial number of samples to empirically estimate the noise variance and, as any hard-assignment EM, is prone to oscillating, requiring to monitor the likelihood of the model over the training set after each algorithm iteration. It however brings an important advantage, since the optimized model, in association with the last noise variance estimation, can be readily used for prediction using classical RVM equations.

4 Discriminative training

The previous learning approach aims at minimizing a loss function corresponding to the emission likelihood. In other words the optimization step finds model parameters explaining at best the measurement generation process. As suggested in [1], it is however better to optimize the parameters with respect to the ultimate system performance, i.e., the accuracy of filter estimates. Training the model then consists in finding $\alpha_{max}$ and $\sigma_{\epsilon max}$ such that:

$$\langle \alpha_{max}, \sigma_{\epsilon max} \rangle = \arg \max_{\alpha, \sigma} \sum_{t=1}^T \log(p(x_t|y_{1:t}))$$

where $p(x_t|y_{1:t})$ is provided by Kalman equations. Considering $f$ and $g$ are linear functions corresponding to the matrices $F$ and $G$ respectively (classical Kalman filter case), we have:

$$p(x_t|y_{1:t}) = N(x_t|\mu_t, \sigma_t)$$

with

$$\mu_t = F\mu_{t-1} + K_t(y_t - GF\mu_{t-1})$$

$$\sigma_t = (I - K_tG)P_{t-1}$$

$$P_{t-1} = F\sigma_{t-1}F^t + \Sigma_{\gamma}$$

$$K_t = P_{t-1}G^t(GP_{t-1}G^t + \Sigma_{\epsilon(c_t)})$$

$$\Sigma_{\epsilon(c_t)}$$
Since this distribution requires the evaluation of two latent variables: the log noise level and the RVM weight parameter, a procedure similar to Type II maximum likelihood is employed. $z_t$ and $w$ are then marginalized out and we now seek for parameters $\alpha_{\text{max}}$ and $\sigma_{\epsilon_{\text{max}}}$ maximizing:

$$L_{\text{discr}} = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \log \left( \int \int p(x_t|y_{1:t}, z_t)p(z_t|c_t, w, \sigma_{\epsilon})p(w|\alpha) \, dw \, dz_t \right)$$

Since $p(z_t|c_t, w, \sigma_{\epsilon})$ and $p(w|\alpha)$ are both Gaussian, the integral with respect to $w$ is readily evaluated to give:

$$L_{\text{discr}} = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \log \left( \int p(x_t|y_{1:t}, z_t)N(z_t|0, D_t) \, dz_t \right)$$

where $D_t = \sigma_{\epsilon} + K^T \alpha^{-1} K$, with $K$ the vector of kernel functions such that $K_i = K(c_t, c_i)$ as defined in (2), and $A = \text{diag}(\alpha)$. The last equation is analytically intractable and is then approximated with integration by substitution and Gaussian-Hermite quadrature.

$\alpha_{\text{max}}$ and $\sigma_{\epsilon_{\text{max}}}$ are subsequently found by conjugate gradient ascent over $L_{\text{discr}}$. Note that classical optimization of the RVM model requires the computation of a design matrix containing all kernel elements evaluated at all original locations $\{c_i\}_{i=1}^{T}$. Here, the optimization is done separately for each kernel vector evaluated at $c_i$, through their influence over ultimate filter performance. This different form of training (by comparison to the one in [7]) then requires to foster sparsity by thresholding of the $\alpha_i$ values during the optimization process.

5 Inference

5.1 Generative training case

For the classical model of Fig.1, filtering consists in evaluating normalized marginal distributions $\hat{\alpha}(x_t) = p(x_t|y_1, ..., y_t)$ with the recursion equation of the form:

$$\eta_t \hat{\alpha}(x_t) = p(y_t|x_t) \int \hat{\alpha}(x_{t-1})p(x_t|x_{t-1}) \, dx_{t-1}$$

where $\eta_t = p(y_t|y_1, ..., y_{t-1})$ the scaling factor and $p(y_t|x_t)$ and $p(x_t|x_{t-1})$ the emission and prediction distribution considered as Gaussian for kalman filtering. Since in the new model the noise level is considered as an additional latent variable, the emission distribution required for the evaluation of (4) is now given by:

$$p(y_t|x_t, c_t) = N(y_t|g(x_t), \exp(z_t))p(z_t|c_t, C, z, \alpha, \sigma_{\epsilon}) \, dz_t$$

where $z$ is the predicted log noise level at original inputs $\{c_i\}_{i=1}^{T}$, and $p(z_t|c_t, C, z, \alpha, \sigma_{\epsilon})$ the predictive distribution given by:

$$p(z_t|c_t, C, z, \alpha, \sigma_{\epsilon}) = \int p(z_t|c_t, w, \sigma_{\epsilon})p(w|C, z, \alpha, \sigma_{\epsilon}) \, dw$$
This familiar predictive distribution [15] is also Gaussian. The evaluation of the integral (5) is hence analytically intractable, and requires approximation. The fastest approach is the most likely approximation, where we replace the integral by
\[ N(y_t|g(x_t), \exp(z_t^{*})) \] with \( z_t^{*} = \arg \max_{z_t} p(z_t|c_t, C, z, \alpha, \sigma) \). Note that this approximation allows \( p(y_t|x_t, c_t) \) to be a Gaussian distribution, a necessary condition for using Kalman recursive equations.

5.2 Discriminative training case

Since discriminative training did not involve evaluation of the posterior distribution of the noise level \( z \), we cannot make straightforward use of the RVM prediction equation. Analogously to equation (5), evaluation of the emission distribution now requires to marginalize out the distribution over \( z_t \) and \( z \):
\[ p(y_t|x_t, c_t) = \int \int N(y_t|g(x_t), \exp(z_t))p(z_t, z|c_t, C, \chi, \alpha, \sigma) dz dz_t \] (7)
with \( \chi = \{x, y\} \). We can decompose the last term of the right-hand side of this equation and write:
\[ p(z_t, z|c_t, C, \chi, \alpha, \sigma) = p(z_t|c_t, C, z, \alpha, \sigma) p(z|\chi, C, \alpha, \sigma) \]
and, as done previously for the generative case, replace the integral in (7) with a point estimate of \( z_t \) and \( z \). Note that this approximation is mainly motivated by its low computational cost, required for online filtering.

We turn to Gibbs sampling in order to evaluate at first a point estimate for \( z \), reminding we have:
\[ p(z|x, y, C, \alpha, \sigma) \propto p(x|y, z)p(z|C, \alpha, \sigma) \] (8)
As for standard Gibbs Sampling procedure, we then sample by cycling through the different components of \( z \). Noting \( z_i \) the \( i^{th} \) component of \( z \), and \( z\setminus i \) the remaining components, we have:
\[ p(z_i|z\setminus i, x, y, C, \alpha, \sigma) \propto p(x_i|y_i=\{1:i\}, z_i)p(z_i|z\setminus i, C, \alpha, \sigma) \] (9)
where the first term of the right-hand side of (9) is given by the Kalman equations (3) and the last term is given by the RVM prediction equation (6). At first, samples are drawn from \( p(z_i|z\setminus i, C, \alpha, \sigma) \) and rejection is done according to the term \( p(x_i|y_i=\{1:i\}, z_i) \). Intuitively, this procedure corresponds to maximizing the discriminative likelihood of the noise level \( z_i \).

Once a point estimate for \( z \) is found, it can be used straightforwardly within regular RVM prediction equation for \( z_t \). The remaining of the inference is then similar to the procedure depicted for the generative training case.
6 Discussion

The aim of this work is to define a new Bayes filter model able to encompass a variety of contexts, and to analyse different training approaches and their expected consequences over the system performance. Its specificities rely in the introduction of an additional observation used for context identification, and in the use of a sparse RVM model for context-dependent observation noise prediction. The theoretical foundations have been presented and system performances are currently being investigated. Note that the idea of introducing an additional context variable has been tested in our previous work [12, 11] and proved to be relevant for the simple task of context-dependent sensor selection (equivalent to rejection). However experiments conducted so far concerned the simple task of altitude estimation for an UAV, and the approach still has to be tested on more complex scenarios involving numerous sensors and a broad range of contexts.

While augmenting Bayes filters with time-varying noise model plays a central role in trying to compensate the optimistic assumptions usually made by the classical model, the training method might also have major consequences over the system performance. As such, discriminative training seems promising in that it requires to run the filter during optimization while generative training focuses on the underlying emission and prediction processes. Discriminative training nevertheless brings some particular issues, since at first, it does not allow to use classical training (and sparsification) method for the RVM model, but also because the optimization process of $L_{discr}$ is much more complex. Indeed, each term of the discriminative loss function is strongly related to the preceding one as a direct consequence of the recursive equations used for state estimation. Classical RVM models already require the optimization of a nonconvex function, and we still need to study the consequences of the additional complexity introduced along with this specific loss function. Besides this particular issue, the use of discriminative training also ends up with some additional approximations during inference. Experiments will provide a better insight on how expected benefits and inherent drawbacks of the discriminative method impact the system performance, by comparison to the much simpler generative approach.
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